
The Exodus Plagues: Pt. 4. 
Ex. 9:8-17. 

 
 

6th plague - Boils with Blains: 
 
 

I.        Before we take an in-depth look at ‘Boils with Blains’, it would help to understand 
the circumstances that lead to this 6th plague.  

Primarily, there’s a subtle transition-taking place in this text with this 6th plague. In 
our introduction we saw Aaron the High Priest initiate the first 3: The 4th and 5th are 
ascribed to YHVH and now, this 6th plague to Moshe. We’ve shown that these 
understated references are actually ingenious ways developed to hide clues that 
will reveal a future Greater Exodus connection. For instance: 

Moshe clearly acts on behalf of YHVH, in effect, being a “Messiah-Figure” in His 
stead. Thus, the role of Aaron is that of one who is cast as the personal spokesman 
I.E. the Prophet of Moshe!  

To find their alter ego (Note alter/altar this contrast will become apparent as we 
continue) or false counterpart in End-Times eschatology we need only look at 
Revelation 13 where we see two distinct Beings operating from 2-different levels 
of authority. 

#1 The Beast out of the Sea and #2 The Beast out of the Earth. One is clearly the 
Anti-Messiah the other commonly referred to as “The False Prophet”. They will 
stand in stark opposition to the Messiah and His Prophet! It is my opinion that the 
Mantle of Elijah rests upon a Remnant of the Outcasts who will collectively stand 
in the latter role and will attend the TRUE ALTAR AND TRUE TEMPLE OF 
YHVH - This gives us the Moshe-Aaron effect! 

Heavenly Witness - The Grand Conjunction: 

As a Heavenly Witness, on 12/21/20 we will see what is termed ‘a Grand 
Conjunction’ between the two ‘KING’ planets – Jupiter and Saturn! They have not 
been this close (0.1degrees) since July 16, 1623. Further, this event occurs in the 
Constellation Aquarius – the dawning of which – is upon us! Many are calling this 
the Great Transformation! FYI the Strong’s number H#1623 gives us גרד, garad, a 
piece of pottery used to scrape Job’s body after being stricken with BOILS linking 
us to this 6th plague! 



Ironically, it is highly possible that Yahshua was born at a previous conjunction of 
these two in the constellation Pisces on 7/15/7-BC.  This set the cycle for the 
transformation in the Zodiacal Houses and announced the birth of Messiah! I 
believe this conjunction will see the revealing of the 1st Beast in a 
Religious/Political birthing! Though a Gregorian calendar date is used, the 
numbers are intriguing. 12+21+20=53, the gematria of נבא, nava, to prophecy!  

Additional confirmation can be found in the precession of the Poles. At present, the 
Pole star Drago (who entwines 1/3 of the stars) is being replaced, perhaps cast 
down – Rev. 12: 7-13 whose place is not found anymore - by Polaris.  

This is a Stellar Prophecy of the contrast between the Fallen Morning Star – 
Lucifer – Saturn and the Risen Morning Star – Yahshua – Jupiter the Planet known 
as Zadek, צדק! Like Draco, Lucifer only partially controlled the breastplate stones 
9) - while this transition will see the restoration of the true King and Priest 
contrasted against the Counterfeit! Thus, restoring the 12-Breastplate stones of the 
High Priest after the Order of Melchizedec! 

As a further confirmation to the power of this season the ancient Mayans believed 
12-21-20 to be the end of the AGE! It is my opinion the Beast/Dragon will be cast 
down at this season, the Abyss opened and for those SEALED by YHVH a 
simultaneous release of power, will result in an upload of knowledge and wisdom 
necessary for the implementation and demonstration of HIS Kingdom!  

Those who are sealed by the enemy will receive strong delusion causing them to 
believe a lie. Delusion comes from the Greek ‘plan-ay’, a wandering or straying 
about. Does the Land of Nod sound familiar? 2Thess. 2:12. What is coming cannot 
be rebuked! YHVH has set this into motion! 

The Beast Comes: 

A.      The Septuagint describes this 1st Being as a Beast, Gk. #2342, tha-re’-on, 
from tha’ra, a trap or trapper/hunter of men who rises up from the Sea. Rises is 
translated from the Gk. #305 a-na-bi-‘no - a compound of the preposition Ana – 
from, among, through, out of and ba’-ses, the foot! Will this Beast rise out of, the 
feet?  
 
*Note Jer. 16:16 Behold, I will send for many fishers, saith Y HVH, and they 
shall fish them: and after will I send for many hunters, and they shall hunt 
them from every mountain, and from every hill, and out of the holes of the 
rocks.  



 
Jer. 16: 19 Oh Y HVH, my strength, and my fortress, and my refuge in the day of 
afflictions – H#6869, צרה, tsarah, trouble (Jacob’s) tribulation, a Vexer rival 
wife – Babylon the Harlot is that Vexer and we must remove ourselves from 
her - the Gentiles shall come unto thee from the ends of the earth, and shall say, 
Surely our fathers have inherited lies, vanity, and things wherein there is no profit. 

 

This reminds us of Nebuchadnezzar’s vision of the latter day kingdom whose feet - 
ba’-ses - were of iron and miry clay! The Kingdom associated with this Beast 
comprises the feet and toes.  

• Feet, H#7271, רגל, regel, translated feet, it is also a euphemism for the male 
pudenda or privates. It comes from the root ragal, to spy out, slander, a 
talebearer. To tread upon washed garments. Regel has a value of 233, the 
same as Bechorah – 1st Born, birthright. This Beast will come exercising the 
BERTH RIGHT GIVEN TO HIM BY OUR FATHERS AND FORFEITED 
BY OUR ACQUIESENCE!  

• Toes, H#677, אצבע, etsbah, is rendered ‘toes’, yet originates from an 
obscure root, tseba, indicating a versicolored or divers colored garment. Is it 
just me or does this seem an attempt at counterfeiting or slandering the 
lineage-DNA of the 10-toes-Tribes by inserting corrupt seed into those that 
have been scattered into the earth?  

Etsbah has a value of 163, the same as zenuniym, from Zonah, fornication, 
adultery, FOREIGN COMMERCE – SEA MERCHANTS! From the day of 
your birth/berth you have been bought and sold, traded upon the Securities 
and Exchange Commission by the Elite! The Enemy is coming to Collect 
His! 

Let’s explain further… 

This Beast, like the ancient Nimrod of Babylon, seems a Nephylim, or hunter who 
preys on or consumes men! Ironically, cannibalism – from Cain and Ba’al the 
original MANEATER - is on the increase worldwide! Allow me to clarify… 

Looking back at Nimrod, it is fitting to note that the original inception of ancient 
Babylon, the Kingdom associated with both beasts above, began with Nimrod 
(Genesis 10:8,9) who himself was referred to as: “A mighty hunter before 
Y HVH…” KJV. The word for hunter here is H#6718, ציד, tsayid, and derives 



from the root meaning: to lie in wait for, to capture, or to lay snares. He was in 
fact, a ‘hunter of men’.  *Remember Jer. 16: 16 above? 
	
The previous verse indicates that he ‘began to be a mighty one in the earth’. Began 
is the Hebrew word H#2490, חלל, chalal, to profane, defile, prostitute, eat, 
inheritance and to sexually defile. The Chet-Lamed root hints at twirling, a 
twisting: While mighty one is translated from H#1368, גבור, gibbowr, mighty, 
giant, etc. It seems Nimrod participated in gene manipulation with the Giant Ones! 
 
Nimrod’s tomb has been found and efforts underway to clone him. He was said to 
be 1/3 man 2/3rds god – 66.6 percent: [https://www.auricmedia.net/nimrods-
tomb-found-cloning-of-nimrod-and-osiris-underway/] 
 
This future Beast of Revelation will also be a Nephylim. Could both be guilty of 
hunting men in order to use their DNA as an adjunct mingled with their own in 
order to achieve immortality? I will never give them my DNA you say? Your 
parents did when your foot prints – the Kaf – or title deed – was put in fresh ink on 
their Berth Bond Paper! Who wants their DNA tested, surely we want to find our 
ancestors? [Sarcasm mine] 
 

Does the word Adrenochrome sound familiar? 
 
Adrenochrome is a chemical compound with the molecular formula C9H9NO3 
produced by the oxidation of adrenaline. Adrenaline is a hormone, 
neurotransmitter, and medication. Adrenochrome is harvested from the 
adrenal/pituitary glands of a live victim! It is no accident that Wuhan, China the 
site of the Cov19 virus - the place where genetic animal/human hybrids were a 
constant experiment - was also a commercially available source of Adrenochrome 
for years! 
 
My curiosity was piqued by the molecular symbol above. But, surely the ELITE 
would never demonstrate their Magic or Witchcraft by hiding the following? 
12/21/20 the Vaccine will probably be released! 
 
First, the numbers 9+9+3 give us the value (21) of H# 2327, חובה, Chowbah, the 
city near Damascus where Abraham pursued and destroyed the Nephylim Kings. 
Gen. 14. Chowbah as we saw in our last segment means ‘hiding place’. Ironically, 
Saul/Paul was on the road to Damascus, which we will connect later.  
 



Moreover, 21 is also the value of H#2374, חזו, chezu, a vision, revelation. Related 
to oracle. The sealing of the Forehead opens the 3RD EYE IN THE PITUITARY 
PINEAL GLAND ALLOWING THE WHOLE WORLD TO SEE! 
 
Further, the ordinal value of the C-H-N-O equals 40, the gematria of habal, חבל, to 
take a pledge to destroy. If you change the vowel points to hobel, it indicates a 
seaman who transports wares. The importance of this link cannot be overstated 
because the 1st Beast will arise out of the Sea! It is again, not coincidental that all 
commerce is regulation by Maritime Law – Law of the SEA!  
 
Edenically, the Hebraic etymology of the letters relate to C-Gimmel, H-Hey, N-
Nun, O-Vav. These letters sound remarkably like Gehenna, the place of the Dead, 
a.k.a. The Valley of Hinnom – The cursed place where Israel offered their children 
in the Fire! Gehenna was said to have 3-gates leading to the underworld: 1 in the 
Sea, 1 in the wilderness-Land, 1 in Jerusalem! 
 

          Will these Beasts of Revelation rise up in a final quest to ‘resurrect’ the DNA of 
the Fallen Ones in their attempt at world conquest? Already a specialized term for 
DNA gene splicing called CRISPR Cas9 has been in use for some time and is 
touted for use in a vaccine for COVID-19.  
 
Lastly, regarding this point if you simply look at the English letters C-H-N-O you 
have the root of Cohen-The Levitical High Priestly lineage that I believe the 1st 
Beast will lay claim to, in support of his acceptance as false (Anti Messiah)!  
 
History reveals ESAU masquerading as Jacob during the time of Yahshua 
controlled this priesthood: The Romans sold it to Anias and Caiaphas! ESAU is 
returning to collect his BERTH RIGHTS FROM THOSE IN COMMERCE, IN 
THE SEA WITH HIM! The UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE RULES THE 
SEA WORLD! Now you know why Disney movies and theme parks are introduce 
the innocent children to the SEA WORLD! 

 
The Secret Society of Explorers and Adventurers: 



 
https://static.wikia.nocookie.net/disney/images/9/9f/22549745_864786579787_660
8324047739293903_n.jpg/revision/latest?cb=20180420032152 
 
https://www.themeparktourist.com/features/20140621/18738/10-disney-rides-
connected-secret-society.  
 
The precedent was set in motion when Jacob has his family to ‘cross the SEA’ in 
the form of the river Jabbok, H#2999, יבק, Yabboke, has a value of 113, the same 
as Chukkah, a statute, law or custom, to engrave, cut into: The root of Jabbok 
means an emptying, to make void, to fail or lay waste, to depopulate! He and his 
entire house bow before Esau, all except Benjamin – The Son of the Right Hand!  
 
Gen. 33: 3 the act of bowing 7-times was the customary action of a vassal before 
his overlord! According to Ancient Near East treaties this was an act of reverence 
whose origin was in the Royal Courts! Take note of this verse number: I believe 
the KJV – Masonic translators intentionally did this! 33rd degree Master Mason 
Illuminated! 
 
The expression “seven and seven times I fall at the feet of the king, my lord” is 
found more than fifty times in the Amarna letters. 
[https://claudemariottini.com/2009/04/13/bowing-seven-times/] 
 
This was an ironic reversal of his previous blessing in Gen. 27:29 “Let peoples 
serve you, and nations bow down to you. Be lord over your brothers, and may your 
mother’s sons bow down to you” (Genesis 27:29). 
 
Incredibly, many believe a connection exists between the Catholic Pope and this 
anti-messiah and seeing as how the government of the Papacy is called the HOLY 
SEE-SEA he could function as Pope/High Priest/Imam uniting the 3-Crowns of 
those ‘Heads’! More later… 



 
A Short Side-Note: The Nimrod-Cain-Esau connection: 

II.       In retrospect, another interesting link can be found with Nimrod’s relationship with 
Cain’s lineage, where many Talmudic scholars believe the sister of Tubal-Cain, 
called Naamah (Gen. 4:22) later becomes the wife of Noah and betrays Noah by 
getting him drunk (Gen. 9) with wine like her latter-day counter part, the Whore of 
Babylon who offers the world a cup of wine!  
 
Though her name Naamah, נעמה, H#5279, is translated as ‘pleasant’ the Nun-
Mem root hints at despised, that which is vile. Further, the value of her name 
equals 165, the same as נפּהל, nafalah, to fall or be cast down, the root of 
Nephylim.  
 
[As it was in the days of Noah – Matt. 24: 37 eating, drinking, giving in marriage.] 
Jer. 51:7, Rev. 16: 19 regarding this day, Jeremiah declares Babylon will offer her 
wine to the Nations and as a result: …The Nations are mad (insane), H#1984, הלל, 
halal, the Hebrew has: יתהללו, yitholelu, (imperfect tense 3rd-person masc.) This 
could read: The Nations shall be (his) Halal’s – part of Lucifer’s name in Is. 14. 
 

The word for drunk (Gen. 9) above is: H#7937, שׂכר, shakar and is etymologically 
related to H#7837, שחר, shakhar, one who rises early, the morning, to seek early, 
to break or pry into something: This is the 2nd part of the description of Lucifer’s 
name in Is. 14: 12. Lucifer attempted to break into the DNA of YHVH! His DNA 
drives the Nations mad-insane! 

He declares: “I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation: ואשב רהב-מועד 
– V’ashav b’har-mo`ed: Yashav implies the consummation of a marriage, But, 
note its’ etymological relationship with ESAU, עשו, though translated ‘hairy’ its’ 
root means to make something happen. Lucifer planned to ESAU the Nations! 

Further, the phrase b’har, in the mount, could read: Bet – in the house or bride, Har 
also indicates to impregnate. Next is Mo`ed, an appointed time, place, season, 
especially the Tent of Meeting. Lucifer has declared he will impregnate the bride 
in her house at an appointed time! 

This precedent can be found again, if we follow the Hebrew of Gen. 9 and the 
episode with Noah and Ham, where we see his name-Ham, in Hebrew comes from 



the same root – Chet-Mem – Cham, as the father of Shechem, who rapes Dinah – 
Chamowr! You’ll see this connection later… 

The Beast: 

A.       Moving forward, this 1st Beast rises out of the Sea. Which is truly interesting as the 
Ancients believed there were 2 primordial Beasts; one which came from the abyss 
or oceanic (Sea) depths and referred to as Leviathan, the other which roamed the 
dry land or earth called Behemoth. 

The KJV ‘SEA’ is both literal and euphemistic. Sea in ancient lore is the place of 
the dead and it’s no coincidence the maritime phrase ‘lost at sea’ a term used for 
those considered dead. Ironically, in the occult maritime/sea world contrived by the 
Elites, a birth/berth certificate announces a shipping cargo being delivered by-to 
the DOCKtor. This certificate is a banking instrument and creates a fictional, non-
living entity that will upon presentation, masquerade as the Living Man who is 
considered ‘lost at sea’.  

Moreover, the term “Sea” serves euphemistically as a reference for People in 
general. When we see the SEA giving up its’ dead, it can be taken both as the final 
resurrection of those departed Souls, as well as, a group who were thought to be 
dead – yet who will arise from the Sea-multitudes to rightfully assert their place as 
Ivrit – Hebrews, those who stand in opposition to this future Nimrod! 

The above diatribe may seem a bit out of place, but please note the phrase - 
‘banking instrument’! Now, let’s look at this Sea Monster: Leviathan. 

• Leviathan, H#3882, לויתן, rendered ‘dragon, sea monster’. Dragon is quite 
apropos considering our topic, as it represents the constellation of the 
Dragon and is a symbol of Babylon. Leviathan is from the root lava; to 
borrow, lend, a lender, to cause to borrow (Banking instruments?) to join, to 
intertwine, uniting with. Curiously, it is from the same root as Levi – to join 
to – the family ‘Tribe’ of both Aaron and Moshe!  

The Tav-Nun suffix forms a root in words that mean ‘taniyn – sea monster’, tanna 
– a teacher, to repeat, set conditions, stipulate, to cause to bear fruit, to hire. It very 
well may be possible this Beast/Monster from the Sea is going to set conditions 
and stipulations in union with the House of Levi?  

Incidentally, the gematria of Leviathan – 496 - is the same as Malchut – Kingdom! 

Many believe the connection to the Abyss and the paths through the Sea that serve, 
as portals to our world will open allowing entrance to this Hybrid Super-hero 



‘MAN’ who will be a clone of a charismatic world leader who seemingly ‘dies’ 
and is miraculously resurrected! This could be a literal death or a political-
religious-public restoration of a ruined career or loss of power and authority! He is 
the iron of Daniels’ vision mixed with miry clay! 

It is my opinion that he will usurp through the Banking/Financial System the role 
of ‘Levitical High Priest’ and set himself up as the object of worship.  

2nd Beast: 

II.       This 2nd Beast will perform miracles and force the Masses into blind worship of the 
1st Beast. He arises out of the Land. In other words, out of those who have been 
“SALVAGED” from the SEA, and are now ‘On The Land’; veiled perhaps as a 
contemporary “Christianized” Prophet/PROFIT, who has been established on the 
Land and is expecting their inheritance! The Greek calls him Behemoth. 

• Behemoth, H#930, בהמות, translated as beast, probably an ancient 
hippopotamus like dinosaur. This 2nd Beast arises out of the earth. Daniel 
calls it ‘Miry Clay’, H#2917, miry - טין, tiyn and clay, H#2635, חסף, 
chacaph. Tiyn comes from a root indicating damp dirt, but also something to 
be swept away. Chacaph is rendered clay, earthenware, but corresponds to 
‘scales’, to peel away. Blindness in part will fall upon those who align 
themselves with this Beast and his system. This is part of the GREAT 
FALLING AWAY! 2Thess. 2: 1-12!  

Note the cognate Tet-Nun and Tav-Nun roots hinting that this Beast will also 
teach, set conditions, hire, and stipulate circumstances that will cause scales upon 
the Eyes of many who look upon the Image of the Beast! In particular, those 
blinded by religious traditions, which have been diabolically calculated to 
influence the decisions of many! (*Remember both Lenin and Karl Marx’s 
statement: Religion is the opium of the People) 

This same concept is seen in Acts 9:18 where Shaul, a devout, religious, Jewish, 
Levitical Zealot, who later becomes the Apostle Paul, is 1st seen as a ‘type of Anti-
Christ’ further, this persecutor of Messiah was struck blind with a type of scales, 
Gk. #3013, lepis, to peel off as in a flake.  

Paul is traveling on the road to Damascus, H#1834, דמשק, a compound from 
Dam-blood and Mesek – the heir apparent – Paul thinking he is doing the right 
thing with his religious zeal in protecting the HIGH PRIEST of the Levitical 
system who he deems BLOOD HIER APPARENT only to be confronted by the 



ONLY GENUINE BLOOD - HEIR APPARENT – THE HIGH PRIEST – 
MELCHIZEDEK -YAHSHUA!  

Damascus is a central figure throughout Torah and lies in close proximity to the 
ancient lands occupied to this day – by Nephylim! Paul seems driven there to 
initiate a confrontation between the Counterfeit and the Genuine Blood Heir of the 
Priesthood! 

Interestingly, Shaul comes from the שאל, sha’al, root, the same as Sheol – hell, 
the Pit. Saul was a Benjamite – A figurative ‘Son of the Right Hand’ and self-
proclaimed ‘Pharisee of Pharisees’. In support of our position, Yahshua 
admonishes an entire group as Blind Pharisees! (Matt.23: 26) Most relate modern 
Haredim Jews – Ultra Orthodox to these Pharisees. Could they pursue the rigors of 
tradition more than the Truth? 
 
This root found in Pharisee is פּרש, paras, which speaks of a sudden bursting forth 
of something that was previously well concealed! This same root can also mean a 
‘horseman’ as in horseman of the apocalypse! Moreover, the Pey-Samech-Resh 
root gives us Persia – as in Cyrus who gave instructions to rebuild the Temple! Can 
you see where this link is taking us? Is there a connection to the restoration of this 
‘lost at Sea-dead’ Levitical system and temple and these apocalyptic horsemen 
who will seek to enthrone the Anti-Messiah and bring corrupt DNA to a false 
Altered ALTAR? 
 
In addition, the 2nd Beast - Behemoth forms a compound Bet-Hey as in Bohu – 
empty, desolation; While Mem-Vav-Tav gives us Mut-Death. Again, Yahshua 
exposes this same group as “Whited Sepulchers, full of dead men’s bones”! 

The 6th Plague: 
Boils and Blains? 

III.     And the LORD said unto Moses and unto Aaron, Take to you handfuls of ashes of 
the furnace, and let Moses sprinkle it toward the heaven in the sight of Pharaoh. 
Ex. 9:8, 9. 

There are two ways to look at this 6th plague: natural occurrences as a result of the 
spread of contagion as Ashes are released into the atmosphere and of course, the 
spiritual side.  
 
The first anomaly found here is in what seems a redundant use of words in Hebrew 
translated into the plural ‘handfuls’. The words translated for handfuls are: 



H#4393, מלא, melo, that which fills, fullness of the hands and H#2651, חפּן, 
chophen, hollow of the hand. 
 
The word melo is cognate with male` and millu, both hinting at a full judgment, a 
harvest, an ordination or consecration. Chophen is much harder to trace as its’ root 
is uncertain. However, we can see the Chet-Pey cognate of Kaf – the palm or 
hollow of the hand. Further, the Chet hints at a fence or boundary, a DNA helix, 
while Pey-Nun represents a ‘form’ or kind, a species.  
 
It seems here that in this 6th plague a DIVINE WRATH is being released upon 
those who would oppose YHVH! He will judge without measure those who cross 
the DNA boundaries established by Him in Genesis 1& 2. Those who are 
hybridized whether by literal DNA manipulation or even more important, those 
who be reason of rebellion, harden their hearts resulting in a Hybridized Spirit! 
Once DNA is altered/altared it cannot be changed back without YHVH’s 
intervention!   
 
You have to come out of Babylon, you have to come out of the SEA and Stand 
upon the LAND! Think you can procrastinate much longer? Rev. 10:5, 6 And the 
angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth/land lifted up his hand to 
heaven. And sware by Him that liveth for ever and ever, who created heaven, and 
the things that therein are, and the earth, and the things that therein are, and the 
sea, and the things which are therein, that there should be time no longer: 
 

An untimely illustration of that wrath: 
 

Few would argue that the Outcasts of Israel are being gathered from among the 
Nations. Further, it is impossible to trace the DNA of individual tribal affiliations. 
Because that DNA has been compromised – raped by the Nations and forced into 
hiding until such time as Abba reveals! No Hebrew Roots or Messianic would 
argue the importance of the 12- Sons of Israel and their respective houses! Yet, 
everyone overlooks the only Daughter of Jacob – דינה, Dinah! This name 
indicates, judgment, retribution, an accounting. Look at Gen. 34: 1-31.  
 
I believe there’s a connection to DNA and DINA-H, the DNA of YHVH! 
 
In this text we find Shechem, Son of Hamor/Chamor the Hivite, sexually 
compromises Dinah. *Note the Names: 
 



• Shechem, H#7927, שׁכם, the shoulders, i.e. responsibility, to consent. 
• Hamor, H#2544, חמור, chamowr, rendered ‘donkey’ or ass; it also indicates 

that which is red, euphemism for blood.  
• Hivite, H#2340, חוי, Chivviy, from the root of H#2332, חוה, Chavvah –

Eve! Life-giver, to live, cause to live! 
 
From the entire account we can see that the Daughter of Jacob – DINA-H The 
DNA of YHVH – Just like Chavvah - was sexually raped in the hopes of gaining 
consent to Raise Up Another Bloodline by joining the 2 houses of the Hivite and 
Israel! The Counterfeit and the Genuine! Ironically, some presume that the child of 
this rape later become Asenath the Wife of Joseph in Egypt!  
 
It is Asenath (Whom Abarim Publications says is a compound of ‘Healed from 
harm’ and storehouse and related to Asinah or thorn bush – Sinai) and Joseph (Yah 
will do again) who will produce Ephraim and Manasseh: H#669, אפרים, doubly 
fruitful and ASH HEAP. Manasseh, H#4519, מנשה, translated ‘causing to forget’.  
 
However, the Mem prefix indicates ‘from or out of’, while the Nashe root hints at a 
loan being paid off, a memory forgotten or changed. This group will arise out of 
this Plague of Boils and Blains – FROM the Ashes that are scattered upon the earth 
and having their minds renewed – SEALED – their slavery forgotten, their SEA 
DEBTS paid off, they will become doubly fruitful! 
 

In Conclusion: 
 

• Boils, H#7822, שׁחין, translated as ‘to burn’. It connotes leprosy as well. 
The root stem Shin-Chet, seach, relates to the mind or thoughts in ones’ 
conscious. It has a gematria of 368, the same as H#4285, מחשׁך, mahsak; a 
hiding place, secrecy. Mahsak is the etymological root of Mask! 

• Blains, H#76, אבעבעת, ‘ababuah, to belch forth, erupt. An inflammatory 
pustule. This words’ origin is debated. The Alef-Bet-Ayin root is related to 
searching, looking for that which is cut off. It is related to Peah, the corner 
of a field, the forehead! While the Bet-Ayin-Tav root hints at a terror!  

 
Did you note the inference to the forehead, the place of sealing, the mind that must 
be renewed else ‘Men’s hearts fail them for fear’ Lk. 21: 26 Men’s hearts failing 



them for fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth: for 
the powers of heaven shall be shaken. 
 
The Greek phrase ‘looking after’ is from the root of G#4328 pros-dok-ah’o, and 
indicates mental direction, thus a contemplative mind. The Mind’s gateway is 
going to be opened at the release of these Beasts and those who are not sealed 
found in jeopardy! 
 
Both words hint at far more than just open pustules or blisters. This plague was so 
horrific that even Pharaoh’s magicians were unable to stand before Moshe! 
Medical research of Physical side effects connects the symptoms with an 
aerosolized anthrax type, cancer causing respiratory agent whose carcinogens leach 
through the skin! It is deadly contagious and can be spread from man to beast! It is 
specific to CATTLE! The root of vaccine is vacca-cattle! The property owned by 
the Queen of England through her Salvage Claim on birth certificates for those lost 
at SEA is Chattel-Cattle!  
 
Stay Tuned Torah Fans! 
 
Shabbat Shalom! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


